[Stress on class tunnel restorations of the first mandibular molar].
To study the effect on the stress and deformation of the first mandibular molar when the ridge thickness of Class tunnel restorations changes. Six kinds of Class tunnel restorations of the first mandibular molar were prepared,the ridge thickness were 1.5, 2.0 or 2.5 mm, the lateral cavity of the molar was oval or round in shape. The cavities were filled with composite resin. The stresses and deformations were imitated and analyzed by using three-dimensional finite element method with ANSYS 9.0, after vertical and lateral pressures were exerted. Among the 6 restorations, when the ridge thickness of Class tunnel restorations was no less than 2 mm, the stresses were well-distributed, and the directions of stresses on the ridge were the same. There was no difference between round and oval-shaped cavities of Class tunnel in their stress and deformation. The ridge thickness of Class tunnel restorations of the mandibular molar is effective and reliable when it's not less than 2 mm.